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Review of1988-9- 1 SexualAssault Cases Suggests
Inconsistency ofPunishment and Action
DANADEWEESE
Voice News Editor
In some cases, the College Judicial
Board has been more punitive with
those found guilty of verbal harass-
ment than those who allegedly com-
mitted sexual assault
In October, 1989, a College of
Wooster student was found guilty of
verbal sexual harassment by theJudi-
cial Board and was suspended from
campus forsix consecutive weekends,
approximately 12-1- 5 days.
According to the Judicial Board
case summary of spring semester
1990-9- 1, a student was found guilty
ofsexual assault in aJanuary 15, 199 1
board hearing and barred from cam-
pus for one week.
The accused was later suspended
the remainder of the semester, how-
ever, after he violated the sanctions
imposed upon him.
Ten days later, on January 25,
another student was found guilty of
using racial slurs and was suspended
from campus until the end of the se-
mester.
In November, 1990 a woman
was allegedly raped by another stu-
dent and brought sexual assault
chargesagainst him through theBoard.
The accused, who was found guilty in
Judicial Board proceedings, was sus
Unwanted Pregnancies Provoke Emotional Distress
and Extraordinary Circumstances forYoung Women
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Editor-in-Chi- ef
EMILY SILVERMAN
Feature Editor - : -
A five to seven month old fetus
was found dead last Wednesday, Feb-rua- ry
19, at the bottom ofa wastebas-ketinawoinen'srestroomatGlen- Oak
High School, located in Plane town-
ship, a suburb of Cartton.
Stark County Coroner James
Pritchard would not speculate on
whether an abortion orprerriauire birth
was involved, according to Akron's
The Beacon Journal.
A Western Illinois University
woman performed a self-inflict- ed
abortion and placed the fetus in a
dumpster, according to Amy
Schabacker, editor of The Western
Courier, the university's newspaper.
This event, which occurred four
years ago,has since reoccurred on the
Western Illinois campus, whereby
pended for only 10 days. The alleged
victim, now an alumnus, filed a law-
suit in U.S. District court against the
College on January 24, 1992.
The suit filed in January by the
alleged victim seeks an order that
would prohibit the College from with-
holding sexual assault cases from
outside authorities. The plaintiff, a
graduate of the College, is suing for
punitive damages described as "mal-
ice, outrage and insult," which she
incurred as a result of the incident. .
The plaintiff sattorney, Cynthia D.
Smith, was unavailable for comment
this week. Attempts to receive a case
docket were successful, but the case
file and information of the District
Court's proceedings were unattain-
able.
--
.
Tlie lawsuit alleges theCollege did
not report the assault to local authori-
ties, though the suit maintains mat the
College is required to do so under the
Code of Social Responsibility.
lege officials have known aboutmany
of the assault cases and are required to
report mem to local authorities, ac-
cording to a Cleveland Plain-Deal- er
article.
Theadministration has notreported
any of the alleged assaults ofthat time
period to the Wooster City Police,
according to Sophie Penney, Associ
arxxhersmdemalso performeda self-inflict- ed
abortion, and left the new-bo- m
in a trash receptacle.
In this incident, however, the child
survived, and was later put up for
adoption, according to Schabacker.
On the College ofWoostercam-
pus, a nineteen year old College stu-
dent delivered her own baby in a
dormitory bathroom earlier this aca-
demic year.
The infant, a male, was in good
health, and breathing on his own fol-
lowing the delivery, according to a
Wooster City paramedic who was on
the scene.
The paramedics took the student
and her infant to Wooster Commu-
nity Hospital, where they were both
treated.
"I was very surprised to learn of
the delivery," said Dwayne Davis,
Director ofResidential Life. "No one
on the Residential Life Staff knew
ate Dean of Students at the College.
. The Department of Security re-
ceived word of only one sexual as-
sault case. Security did notify the
Wooster Police Department of this
assault, according to Keith James,
Director of Security.
From 1988-199-1, the College of
Wooster's Judicial Board heard seven
cases of sexual harassment andor
sexual assault, according to Penney.
Accused persons in sexual assault
cases brought to die Board since 1988
have been punished by a variety of
measures, but none have been sus-
pended permanently from the Col-
lege. In some hearings, the accused
have been suspended for a portion of
asemester oran entire semester, while
others have been suspended for as
little as a week.
In federal and state courts, how-
ever, those convicted of sexual as-
sault can be sentenced to jaiL The
celebrity boxer Mike Tyson faces 6--.
20 yearsinprisohTor his conviction of
sexual assault and rape. '
The Judicial Board and the court
system are channels that require dif-
ferent qualifications ofevidence,how-eve- r,
and students found guilty in
Judicial Board hearings may be found
innocent in court trials, where evi-Contin- ued
on page 3
she was pregnant.
The current whereabouts of the child
have not been confirmed.
Each day in the United States,
more than 3,000 young women get
pregnant and 1300 give birth, ac-
cording to Marian Edelman, presi-
dent of the Children's Defense Fund.
These statistics aredue to a fear of
sex," a fear which forms a psycho-
logical barrier to contraception, ac-
cording to William A. Fisher, a pro-
fessor ofpsychology at the University
of Western Ontario in London,
Canada. "Even ifteenagers can admit
to themselves that they will soon be
having intercourse, they may be too
embarrassed to buy condoms, or to
ask a physician for a prescription for
a diaphragm or birth control pills,"
wrote Fisher in die March 1983 issue
of Psychology Today.
This is reflected by statistics from
Continued on page 9
SGA Holds Elections for
Cabinet, Campus Council
f : .
If
.
1 ij
Mike McTiernan "93, elected President of SGA last night, delivers
his campaign speech Tuesday night. Photo by Paul Borden
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
"Elections ran smoothly,"
stated Jon Bricker '92, SGA
Membership Chair, after the
votes had been tabulated from
last night's dual election. The
single ballot listed SGA cabinet
positions as well as member-at-larg- e
candidates for Campus
Council.
Only three of the seven cabi-
net positions were contested by
more than one candidate. These
were the offices of Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs, Sec-
retary, and Treasurer.
In the race for Vice President
for Academic Affairs, Jeffrey
Langer '93 was elected. Next
year's SGA secretary will be
Johan Oliver Pruess '95. In
charge of next year's finances
will be Kevin Cropp '93.
In the uncontested seats, Mike
McTiernan '93 will assume the
duties of SGA President, Lisa
Ostermueller '94 will remain in
the position of Vice President
for Student Affairs,
Kathy Wilson '93 assumes the
responsibilities of Director of
Public Relations, and Graham
Stevens '95 will take over the
position of Director of Student
Services and Special Projects.
The new members-at-larg- e of
Campus Council are Robb
DeGraw '93, Jennifer F. Goebel
'93, and Jason Gleason'93. Both
DeGraw and Gleason are current
members of the Council, repre-
senting SGA and the Network,
repectively."
Bricker stated that in each
election some write-i- n candi-
dates were added to the ballot,
however, none of these
dates was successfully elected.
According to Bricker, the turn-
out for last night's election was
approximately 475 of 1600 eli-
gible students, or somewhere
between 25 and 30 percent.
Bricker explained that the
number of eligible students is
less than that of the total enroll-- :
ment because many students live
off campus and are not on the
meal plan. He added that the
Bricker attributes the speed
and success of the election to the
volunteer staff that helped SGA
to coordinate the voting process.
"We're very appreciative of
the help that we received from
so many people not affiliated
with SGA," stated Bricker.
ummutmuuimmiuum
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Men's Issues
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
There isn't one way to be male...
there are all sorts of variations on
the theme." said speaker Ed Kordas
in an address to a small group of
students gathered in Douglass Hall
Tuesday night.
Kordas was brought to the Col-
lege of Wooster by the Office of
Residential Life, Douglass Hall and
Interfaith Council to speak about
issues regarding men. He is a staff
member of Oberlin College, and
has worked at many other universi-
ties including Baldwin Wallace,
Notre Dame and Case Western Re-
serve University.
Kordas began by addressing the
question ofwhy men were suddenly
so interested in redefining and re-
claiming their masculinity. Accord-
ing to Kordas, because the role of
women in society has changed, and
continues to change, the role ofmen
and the assumptions under which
men live is also changing. The
social climate for men's existences
is different now than it used to be.
Coupled with socialization are the
inherent biological characteristics
Spanish Department Commemorates
Quintecentennial
STEFAN BIELSKI
Voice Staff Writer
This week the department ofSpan-
ish sponsored a series of programs
and lectures, "1492-199- 2. a
Quintccenicnnial Cornmemoration,"
to mark the 500th anniversary of the
discovery of the New World.
Wednesday, Pamela Frese of the
department of sociology delivered a
lecture titled "Gifts of the Conquis-
tadors: God, the Devil and Coro-modi- ty
Fetishism in Latin America."
Her presentation traced the subju-
gation of the native peoples ofLatin
America by indigenous empires, the
European conquistadores and the
"current capitalism."
All these powers have encouraged
social stratification, with the poor
living at subsistence levels as work-
ers for the elite, who appropriate the
surplus of their labor.
In Frese's view, the ruling powers
were able to do this by the importa-
tion and superimposition of the Eu-
ropean values of Christianity and
"commodity fetishism."
Aspects of Catholicism such as
saints and baptism were superim-
posed on native religions to produce
a hybrid. In the process, the "con-
quest destroyed all or most indig
Subject ofPanel Discussion
that differentiate men from women.
"I believe that the differences be-
tween men and women on the out-
side are symbolic of the differences
'on the inside, but I don't think the
way we interpret them is accurate,
stated Kordas.
Kordas explained that in terms of
socialization, men have tradition-
ally been raised to perform the as-
sertive and aggressive roles in soci-
ety. They are taught to take care of
a woman's financial needs, as well
as to serve as her protector.
But with the women's movement
and the current situation of the
economy making it more socially
acceptable, common and even es-
sential for women to work outside
the' home, men have encountered a
serious dilemma, according to
Kordas. "Many men ask, 'If I'm not
supposed to protect you, what do I
do?'" he reported.
Kordas added that in addition to
these factors, men are now coming
together to discuss their feelings
simply because it is something they
have needed to do for a long time.
"Men want it, they need it," he
explained. But Kordas was hesitant
enous religion," Frese said.
In addition, the conquest often
turned native deities into devils, as
the "dichotomy between good and
evil" did not exis. before. Frese said '
religion validates systems of values
and maintains social solidarity, but
also said those systems are exploitive.
Frese defined commodity fetish-
ism as an excessive and unnatural,
almost mystical valuation of com-
modities.
The commodities pursued are not
Land or capital, but instead transient
and even self-destructi-ve goods, such
as alcohol and cocoa. The whole
community suffers as "social rela-
tionships dissolve with commodity,
fetishism." Frese said.
Thursday. Akwasi Osei. visiting
professor ofblack studies and politi-
cal science, delivered "Columbus and
the African Diaspora" as he concen-
trated on the European colonization
of Africa and the Americas.
Motivated by the demand for cheap
labor to work the plantations and
mines, European colonists resorted
to slavery. What followed was a
tremendous and long-lastin- g taking
of Africans from their home to the
New World. This "diaspora," an
allusion to the expulsion of the tribes
to term this new exploration ofmale
identity a movement. "I'm not sure
it has enough energy to be termed a
'movement,'" he stated.
Discussing some of the more rec
ognized literature in the branch of
psychology that deals with men's
issues, Kordas explained that men
often deny themselves the right to
feel such emotions as anger and
pain. They often feel powerless and
angry toward women because they
are often much more dependent on
them than they care to admit. In
addition, men often hide their de-
sire for friendship from other males.
Kordas urged that men need to be
aware of these and other feelings,
and need to resolve them. While he
acknowledged that the attempt to
resolve these feelings can seem like
a loss of identity, the end result is
men come away feeling "more inte-
grated, finding life more meaning-
ful."
Kordas added that the push for
more awareness about men's issues
will probably be expanded. Con-
cluding his discussion, be stated,
"We're about to completely change
all the rules."
of Israel from their homeland to far
corners of the earth, has had a disas-
trous effect not only on the slaves
who were forced to the Americas,
but on the continent of Africa as
welL
The African continent is still reel-
ing" from the cultural instability
caused by the loss of so many bright
and strong people, Osei said. This
can be seen, Osei continued, in the
lack of growth in Africa for 250
years, as well as in the ease with
which Africa later fell to coloniza-
tion itself.
.
The end of the African diaspora
was not manifest so much in a physi-
cal return to Africa but instead was
more of a "spiritual, cultural and
psychological return" to African
roots, Osei said. Osei terms this the
"Kente Culture," which is evident
by African-America- ns wearing
kente, a rich, colorful, hand-wove- n
cloth from Africa.
Osei stressed that his lecture, as
well as the series in general, was not
simply revisionist, but was an at-
tempt to give new, alternative per-
spectives on history.
.He stated the series was a
multicultural approach, not simply
"an ode to a European sailor."
Russian Students Study at Wooster;
Enjoy Experience of Diversity
NEWS SERVICES
Special to the Voice
"Americans and Russians have
much in common," stated Irina
Pavlovna Lyssenko, one of two Rus-
sian exchange students, who arrived
on the Wooster campus in late Janu-
ary.
Natalya Nikolaevna Kaplenko
and Lyssenko, both of whom major
in English at Kuban State Univer-
sity in the Russian Republic, are
studying this semester at Wooster
as part ofa joint program sponsored
by the Associated Colleges of the
Midwest, and the. Great Lakes Col-
leges Association. The program
also sponsors Russian exchange stu-
dents at Beloit and Lake Forest
Colleges, and a Russian Exchange
professor at Grinnell College.
Lyssenko, who plans a career as
an interpreter, has found more than
she expected during her first weeks
in America.
Before arriving at Wooster, her
knowledge of the U.S. came from
magazines, books, motion pictures
and letters from Russians who had
immigrated to America. She had
also spoken with a few Americans
studying in Russia.
"I was told back home that Ameri
cans only are interested in business
and money. I find instead that they
are friendly and very kind...Jt's a
different country and a very differ-
ent culture, but people always help
me," Lyssenko stated.
r-r-vr
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Lyssenko has also observed some
differences between the higher edu
cation systems of Russia and the
United States. In Russia, the under-
graduate course of study takes five
years to complete, as opposed to
four years in the United States.
Lyssenko also noted the ready
access Wooster students have to
their professors. She commented,
"We only are allowed to sit in class
and listen to our professors... We
may not interrupt, even to ask ques
tions. In Russia I am afraid of my
professors..Here, you have great
freedom to discuss things with
them."
Kaplenko, who is planning on a
career in literary research, echoes
Lyssenko s remarks about the rich-
ness of the U.S. college experience.
"The choice of subjects available
to American students is really amaz-
ing to me," she said. "We have no
choice of what classes to take in
Russia," she added.
Both women are focusing on
studying U.S. culture and everyday
speech, and enjoying Wooster's cul-
tural diversity and learning from it
as well. Lyssenko's roommate is
from Malaysia.
She stated, "I ve made new friends
from different countries since I ar-
rived in Wooster."
The presence of the two women
underscores Wooster's commitment
to foster international study and
awareness.
""""""l
"
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Protest Targets Kappa Chi
ANNSCHMTrZ
Voice Staff Writer
Twenty individuals participated in
a protest against the Kappa Chi sec-
tion on Monday.
The protest, which involved sitting
at the Krapper table from 5:00 to 6:30,
and included members of the student
body who were frustrated with the
fact that Lambda Wooster ads have
beenconsistently ripped out of the Pot-
pourri located at the Krapper table.
"We wanted to show them (the
Krappers) that members of the cam-
pus community do not approve of
their actions or their homophobia,"
explained Trina Brown, a participant
in the action against the Krappers.
"We feel that what we did will let
them know that we aren't going to
give up and go away." Brown went
on to explain that although mem-
bers ofLambda and other organiza-
tions were involved that the activity
was not sponsored by a particular
organization.
In response to accusations against
his section, Michael Hblden the resi-
dential assistant for the Kappa Chi
section, commented, "I realize that
Congressional Legislation Aims
to Protect Sexual Assault Victims
Continued from page 1
dence must prove a defendant guilty
beyond reasonable doubt
Yet concern has been raised by
students regarding the punishments
for sexual assailants, and an ad-h- oc
committee was formed last semester
to review the College's sexual assault
policies. Oneof itsrecommendations
was that the Judicial Board revise the
Scots Key to make its sexual assault
procedures more clear to the campus.
The Sexual Assault Victims' Bin
of Rights Act of 1991, introduced in
Congress last year and scheduled to
take effect in September, would re-
quire that campus officials take steps
to prevent unwanted contact between
sexual assault victims and their al-
leged assailants.
The bill provides for "addressing
IASI$5OO$1OCO$13O0
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we had consistent problems with the
ripping out of the Pot ads last year. I
was lead to believe, however that the
situation had improved this year and
that now we are no worse that any
other section's table or the tables by
the windows."
Holden went on to say that many of
his section's members felt that they
were being singled out due to con-spicuousn- ess
of their table.
He also stated that he felt it unfair
that his whole section was being la-
beled as homophobes because of the
actions of a few individuals.
The participants of the protest,
however, feel that the section could
do more to control the actions of its
members.
Five members of Kappa Chi cabi-
net and their advisor Ed Runser at-
tended a Lambda Wooster meeting
upon the request of Lambda mem-
bers. Although it is uncertain yet as to
whether progress has been made, the
lines of communication have been
opened. There has been talk ofjointly
sponsored educational and or social
programming but no definite plans
have been made.
the rights of a victim to have any
sexual assaults against them treated
with seriousness and to require that
campus personnel take the necessary
steps to prevent any unnecessary or
unwanted contact . including imme-
diate relocation of the victim to alter-nati- ve
housing and transfer ofclasses,"
according to the IntercollegiatePress
Bulletin. While the bill would protect
those victims whose assailants were
proven - guilty, it does not explain
measures colleges should take before
a hearing takes place.
A provision in the bill would also
require that "a victim be made aware
of any options, as provided by state
and federal laws or regulations, with
regard to mandatory testing ofsexual
assault suspects for communicable
diseases," says the Bulletin.
None of the cases listed in 1988-9- 1
Judicial Board summaries report that
an alleged assaulter was required to
undergo such testing.
Brown Speaks on U.S.Mexican Trade
ALEAHENLE
Voice Staff Writer
Timothy Brown, a Pearson Fel-
low with the Department of State,
gave the sixth of seven Great Deci-
sions lecturesTuesday night in Gault
Recital Hall. The title of his lecture
was "U.S .Mexican Trade: New Di-
rections."
.
Brown, assigned to the New
Mexico State University Border
Research Institute, is a career For-
eign Service Officer and an econo-
mist with experience in many Latin
American countries. During his ca-
reer, he has served in 1 1 countries
on four continents.
Brown said he considers free
trade, 4n the regional sense, an in-
triguing issue. The establishment of
a free trade zone, while years in the
future, would impact both the po-
litical and economic variables ofall
countries concerned.
There is a ground swell move-
ment arising within the Western
Hemisphere among countries con-
sidering a free trade zone. These
countries include Argentina, Bra-
zil,Uruguay , Paraguay and Mexico.
Nationalism is one of the most pow-
erful political forces in the twenti-
eth century, but many nation-state- s
in Central America and South
America are too small to stand on
their own economically. Free trade
gives them additional economic
possibilities and does not step on
nationalism.
In Brown's opinion, most of the
governments in the Americas are
pseudo democracies and cryp to-capitali-stic.
Each nation is prima-
rily responsible for their own past,
present and future. The elites often
use power and the military to sup-
port the status quo and to perpetuate
their own privileges.
The natural state of an economy
is growth, and countries "have to
work at it to make it stagnate,"
Brown said.
He continued to say that many
countries in the Americas are not
developed by foreign assistance.
Indeed, foreign assistance often
ends, in one way or another, by
profiting the wealthy elite.
Brown used Honduras, the poor- -
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Timothy Brown, Pearson FelLow with the U.S. Department of State,
SPOKE TO AN AUDIENCE IN GAULT TUESDAY NIGHT. PHOTO ByPaUL BORDEN.
est country in Latin America, as an
example of this. Approximately ten
families, some not even of Hondu-ra- n
origin, have amassed fortunes
during periods coinciding with
heavy foreign assistance. Although
it is not intended by the donor gov-
ernments, money moves easily from
one place to another, he said.
Based on this information, Brown
suggested trade as the engine of
change and revolution. When the
economy opens, so does society and
the political system. Within an open
economy, the elite hold is chal-
lenged.
Mexico is currently working to-
ward free trade and an open
economy. They have unilaterally
reduced barriers which were the
cause of stagnation and are reach-
ing out to the United States for the
first time in years.
Brown fears, however, that the
U.S. Senate will refuse Mexico's
offer to consider free trade and cre-
ate an immense tension between the
'v '
two countries.
Brown also answered a number
of questions from the audience,
which addressed the issue of the
environment, and Mexico's laissez-fair- e
attitude. Brown said Mexico
was addressing many of these envi-
ronmental issues, and that discus-
sions of free trade impress the im-
portance of these issues on Mexico.
Brown also commented on the
future of Cuba. He doubts that
Fidel Castro will remain in power
for more than ten years. There are
two main views on how the end will
come for the Castro regime. Some
people believe Castro will be in
power one moment and not the next
while others believe Castro will go
down in a blood bath.
The Great Decisions series will
conclude on Tuesday with a lecture
by Sergo Mikoyan, Russian histo-
rian and visiting researcher at
Georgetown University. Mikoyan's
lecture will be held in Gault Recital
Hall from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
ATTENTION FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
Emerging Leaders Seminar Applications Available NOW
at Lowry Front Desk. Applications are due March 6 to
Lowry Center Director's Office.
The Emerging Leaders Seminar is a 4 week seminar one
night a week, for four weeks, March 30-Ap- ril 20.
For more information, contact:
Lowry Center Director's Office Ext-20-62
Sponsored by LEAD and Dean of Student's Office
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Feminism Needs New
Focus for the Nineties
GINA M. BOMBACI
Aj the nation settles into the final
decade of the century, a new direc-
tion for the increasingly amorphous
feminist movement is needed. The
important achievements of the 1960s
and 70s have given way to widely
perceived losses in the 1980s, char-
acterized by a general slide into com-place- nt
regressrvisrn.often onder the
guise of the politician's panacea of
"traditional family values'. Orga
nized feminism suffers from image problems and is uncertain of where it is
going and what message it should promote.
The bulk of women seem to have distanced themselves from the move-
ment and decline to identify themselves as feminists, possibly because they
no longer regard feminism as relevant to their own lives. This situation must
be remedied if feminism is to bold sufficient popular support to function as
an influential political force hi the 1990s. The movement can maximize its
viability by focusing on concrete, practical steps to improve the socioeco-
nomic position of women, then actively pressing for the implementation of
such measures.
More abstract issues for instance, gender-inclusi- ve language are
probably best left to academic circles to resolve, as the general public has
become alienated from these debates. The real issues of the 1990s are
economic Financial independence and security are necessary for self-determinati- on,
a concept more appropriately applied to individuals than
nations. Self-determinati- on for women would entail gaining the same
freedom of professional development possessed by men.
Impediments to female selfietermiiution include the culturally in-
grained expectation that women, but not men, win quit their jobs to raise
children; as well as societal discrimination against divorced women, mani-
fested in unequal settlements that severely lower the living standards of
mothers in custody of children. These attitudes encourage female depen-
dence on men,while trivializing theprofessional capabilities and aspirations
of women. The widespread stereotyping of single-pare- nt families as
inevitably dysfunctional, rather than as valid alternative models, also
contributes to dependency.
Safe, legal, and affordable abortion, although certainly morally trouble-
some, is vital to the economic and professional well-bei- ng ofwomen. Each
Continued on page 6
The Writing
Obbligato
MICHAEL MATTISON
on the Wall
It is with the utmost urgency that I
apply my fingers to this word pro-
cessor, hoping to relay my fears to
those who will listen. The subject
matter contained in this column is
something I need to deal with, to talk
about. It deals with spare time, writ-
ing utensils, and various objects not
usually conducive to receiving writ-
ten words or picture forms.'
It concerns the scribblings to be
found in dorms, classrooms, bath-
rooms and walls in general. In a
word, graffiti.
I am becoming more and more dismayed at the declining quality of
graffiti. Too often h is unimaginative, mundane and simply obscene. Gone
are the flairs of brilliance which can add to one's day in the most obscure
ways. Our graffiti is flat. We need lo strive towards improving the marks we
leave behind, whether in the stall or at a desk or in an alley.
Please, do not dismiss this problem as irrelevant. Take a moment and
examine some of the campus graffiti. We find four-lett- er words, Greek
letters, anatomical drawings (not always correct and usually well out of
proportion), and simple "x loves y" and was here statements. Is this bow
we should be remembered?
I say "NO!" Let us exert some energy towards creating mtriguing, exciting
graffiti. Let us leave vibrant reminders of our presence. We can achieve
"classic graffiti' if a concerted effort is made.
Instead of relying on over-use- d curse words and trite cliches, experiment
with new phrases to communicate the message. Utilize new forms; limericks
need to be brought back, perhaps a sonnet, even haiku is possible. Put some
poetry back into our social scribblings. Think of the pride one can take in
constructing a clever rhyme for "flatulence."
If you can't come up with anything original, don't worry. Leave behind
a Shakespearean line (imagine the dialogues that could follow), or a thought-provoki-ng
quote (I shudder at the possibilities 'I think, therefore I am' could
bring). Try some foreign phrases and experiment with bilingual graffiti. Be
a catalyst instead of an imitator. Use imagination, insight, and a sense of
humor.
As for the drawings, expand the possibilities. There really is only so much
one can do with genitalia. How about geometric spectacles? or caricatures?
or classic portraits? Even a cubist style would be appreciated. Broaden the
.','-- Continued on page 5
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Sharing an Option
Veritas
MICHAEL PROVOST
C. MASON HALLMAN
priving itself of a great deal of worthy discussion, exchange, and re-
examination.
We have seen some responses sent into the paper about different topics.
Steve Collins, Drew Nicholson, and Matthew Herman (to name but a few)
sent in letters about specific things thaibothered them. This is good. Several
others wrote in earlier when we criticized conformity on campus. Granted,
most did so because they felt personally offended, but at least they took their
disagreement beyond lunch time fist pounding and went to the trouble to
share it publicly.
But why did it take such a perceived insult to spur their vocality? Surely,
they all had strong opinions on a variety of subjects (as no doubt they still
do) before they saw that article in the paper. 'T-,- - -
.
Others who have written in, like Michael Hunter and Kevin Anderson,
have stated that they were quite reluctant to do so at all, and that it was only
after they felt compelled to share theiropinion with the restofthe college that
they did.
.
, Some of mis is understandable. We respect the fact that some feelings or
ideas are too private to share with all of Wooster while other students feel
that they lack the skill to write an effective opinion piece or that it would not
be printed if they did. This would account for some of the lack ofpublicized
views, but it by no means explains it all.
Many people just don't believe it is worth then time to tell a general
audience what they think. And why not? There might be fear of criticism,
which is natural. Butnotso much as to dissuade so many of the students here
from any interaction with self expression. Perhaps some people feel their
views can't hold up to the scrutiny of others. The rest may think that there
is no point in stating what they believe. This is totally untrue.
All the thoughts on this campus that are merely shared with a selective
audience do nothing but deprive the rest of us from something we could
probably do well to hear. They reduce the public pool of ideas to a narrow
trickle when it could be much broader and rich. It does not even have to be
in the bloody paper! There are an infinite amount of ways that the opinions
of more people could become healthily interacted with at this school All
that is required is the desire to do so.
This is not meant to be an "Apathy Revisited" piece. Rather, it is a calling
for a greater expression and sharing of the ideas and opinions that the
students at this college already have. There need not be a specific event or
encounter to produce an articulated opinion. Ideas need not be kept to the
private conversations of the pit. It takes little time to put thoughts down on
paper and it is easy to do. More importantly, by doing so everyone is able
to benefit from it (even us).
Everyone has an opinion. They
range from all subjects and issues,
yet it appears more and more that
people want to go to less trouble to
express them. We don't mean that
students at the College don't discuss
their opinions with their friends (ev-
erybody does that). But when it
comes to sharing those opinions or
ideas with the community, only rare
exceptions occur.
People have to feel personally at-
tacked to be motivated to write a
letter to the paper. As long as this
continues, our student body is de
It'll, m.
V1MH;.inimi- - J!l V1K'
Letters to the Editor
Condoms in Dorms Condone
After reading about the SGA pro-
posal to allow the sale ofcondoms in
residence hall vending machines
(Voice, 2792), I was reminded of the
moral laxity of our generation and
how quick we are to make provisions
for this lack ofrestraint. We now live
in a rather hedonistic age, choosing to
abandon moderation in all things and
praising excess. This is particularly
evident in the way we approach love
and sex.
The argument given for the sale of
condoms at CO.W. follows the usual
ploy; to oppose such measures is to
remain blind to reality and not care
about the well-bei-ng of individuals.
The veryreal fear ofdiseases, particu-
larly AIDS , is cited to make the sale of
condoms seem to be the "more moral
Change Needed in Housing Policy
JThepolicy for housing over breaks
at the College of Wooster is rather
lacking. p
' It is my feeling that the administra-
tion at this college has ah attitude of
total unconcern for students and it
seems to say to the student: "You go
find break housing on your own, and'
if nobody is willing to let you live in
hisher room in the few dorms that
remain open, mat's your problem.
You deal with it. We couldn't care
less."
This is especially a problem for
international students. For most of
the international students, the only
real option they have is to remain on
campus over short breaks like Christ-
mas and Spring break.
At Denison University, Granville,
Ohio international students are al-
lowed to stay on campus free ofcost
AtHamilton College, Clinton, NY all
students are allowed to stay on cam
response,'' as stated by Mr. DeGraw,
the SGA president.
By playing on such emotions, one
is easily moved to support this mea-
sure. Certainly, no one should oppose
curbing the spread of such diseases.
However, no alternatives are sug-
gested. Clearly one must have sex,
and should therefore do it "safely."
I believe that the SGA has failed to
take "the responsible position." We
are bombarded with the message that
our sexuality defines our person. Even
moreinsulting.by being toldthat"safe
sex" is our only option, we are abased
to irrational beings, incapable ofcon- -
trolling our passions. As we appar-
ently have no hope of attaining mod-
eration, we might as well be slaves to
our inferior desires.
pus free of cost for all breaks (includ-
ing the Summer break). Moreover,
all dorms are kept open for Spring .
' 'break.-- - "
It is time for the college to review its
housingpolicy in general and its break-housi- ng
policy in "particular. I have
voiced my concern to some of the
housing staff, including the Associate
Dean of Students, but my appeals for
reform have fallen on deaf ears.
The current policy for break hous-
ing is this: the administration decides
which four dorms should be left open
weeks before each break. This deci-
sion is somewhat arbitrary and often
leaves many students (international
students and seniors, in particular)
stranded without a viable housing
option over break periods.
This problem would be solved to a
great extent if the college would leave
one non-progra- m dorm permanently
open (over all breaks during the aca
Moral Laxity
Clearly the way to enlightenment
have always been one of self-deni-al
and reflection. Are the messages of
our culture cheating us out of some-
thing?
I do not so much hope to block the
SGA proposal as to remind students
'of what true "foresight" is, as opposed
to that which is advocated by Mr.
DeGraw.
Foresight is considering one's fu-
ture actions and their possible results,
and honestly weighing the conse-
quences too arrive at a present deci-
sion. Premarital sex might surely bring
you physical pleasure, but do you
think so little of yourself as to only '
consider this? One is not completely
safe from sexual diseases and the pos-Continu- ed
on page 6
demic year) along with three others
which may be rotated from break to
break. These three dorms could be
chosen for each break based on the
current policy .
- The advantage of doing this is that
every student willhave another choice
at the time of room draw. Any student
should be able to choose to live in this
dorm and hence this dorm must not be
a program dorm which requires that a
formal application procedure be fol-
lowed.
If a dorm is guaranteed to remain
open for both the breaks, many
dents (especially seniors and interna-
tional students) could choose to live
in this dorm in order to avoid the
hassle of locating a room. In order to
allow the greatest number of students
to benefit from such a plan, it would
be best to choose a large dorm like
Holden for this purpose.
Ashesh Parekh 92
Graffiti at Wooster Could be a lot Better
Continued from page 5
horizons of our public paintings. ,
' True, some of us can not go much beyond stick figures (and I myself am in that category), but let us not be
constrained by such technicalities. We might not produce the Mona Lisa, but we could come up with an original
connect-the-do- ts (which is, I might add, much more community-oriente- d than anything Van Gogh ever produced).
Try landscapes, animals, or something abstract. Write out a calculus problem if need be. Do not let us be caged by
prior concepts of what "good" art is. Build new concepts. -
At this point I should mention that it is probably not in your best interest to immediately go out and begin covering
all blank spaces with your work. Some may find your efforts (or "defacement," which is such an unkind term)
irritating, annoying, or downright illegal. As this is the case, or if you find such public displays difficult, then buy
a notebook, or some drawing paper. Write on your jeans, or your roommate's jeans, or your roommate. Draw on
your T-sh-irt, or your checking account
I am not going to advocate that anyone add anything to public property. People do, and inevitably they always
will. What I will advocate is that if someone is going to take the time to scratch, etch, write, draw or scribble into
a door,desk, stall or wall, the least they could do is take pride in the endeavor. Too often it seems we avoid the chance
to be creative individuals, preferring to remain in the same tired ruts.
We all could use some original graffiti, whether it be personal or public. Let's open up the imagination and see
what comes out. It might not be art, but it should be better than what we have now.
.1
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'Mutual Understanding' Between
Students and Faculty Threatened
It is very unfortunate that certain
members of the Wooster faculty liv-
ing in close proximity to the
College's periphery have so vehe-
mently opposed parking along
Wayne Avenue.
This merely serves to reinforce
the sad chasm that has developed not
only between the students and the
greater community, but also with
paid members of the College staff as
well.
It seems a gross irony that the very
individuals opposing the current city
policy enabling students to park
along Wayne Avenue in front of
Wagner Hall are also those same
figures who should, according to the
general nature of a small college
atmosphere, best empathize with the
day-to-d- ay concerns of students.
The specifics of the case of the
parking in particular vividly illus-
trate this problem. SGA had suc-
cessfully petitioned the WoosterCity
Parking Commission to amend its
policy to permit parking on the south
side of the street in front of Wagner
CrazeMS of
Wooster Citizens do
There has long been a history of
strife between the College of
Wooster community and the town
of Wooster community.
The conflict between the two
groups most likely goes back to the
late 1800s when the College was
founded, and it reached a high point
during the 1960s when an outwardly
radical college generation came into
conflict with the more conservative
political and social viewpoints of
the Wooster citizens. Since the 60s,
the tension between the two groups
has diminished.
Part of this is due to the change in
the socio-politic- al nature of both
groups and part of this Is due to the
increasing cooperation on matters
such as recycling, hunger and
bomelessness, high school and el-
ementary education and environ-
mental issues between the college
community and the town.
Mr. Provost and Mr. Hallman
have correctly identified that there
is tension between the town and
college communities, but they blow
it out ofproportion and, by slander-
ing the members of the town com-
munity, they only make the prob-
lem worse.
Since coming to Wooster almost
two years ago, I have spent consid
and Com pton Halls.
This need came up merely in re-
sponse to students' concerns about
parking on this campus where park-
ing is scarce.
Clearly the design of Wayne Av-
enue was intended, like many other
streets in Wooster, to facilitate park- -
ing on either side. Careful observers,
for example, will note that Wayne
Avenue is far wider than many streets
nearby that permit parking on either
side (i-- e Pine Sl, College Ave.,
University St.).
The other seemingly unfair con-
cern of some faculty about the cur-
rent parking problem is that of stu-
dent noise around their homes. This
is also demonstrative of the already
potent apathy amongst certain mem-
bers of the College community to-
ward their supposed proteges, the
students themselves.
Like the streets mentioned previ-
ously, the relationship between fac-
ulty living in the area, and the stu-
dents in the vicinity has been gener-
ally satisfactory. That makes the
Wcositerii Slaiideinedl
not harbor intense hatred9 ofcollege students
erable amounts of time off campus
in the community.
I go daily to the Salvation Army
soup kitchen on South Market Street
(definitely not one of Wooster's best
neighborhoods) and talk to and serve
everyone who comes through the
door.
I go downtown to do most of my
shopping, spend a fair amount of
time at the Wayne County Public
Library, enjoy taking night time
walks through the neighborhoods
surrounding the campus, and go'
down to Christmas Run Park to re-
lax on nice days.
Every time I go off campus I meet
and interact with people who refuse
to associate with me because I am a
college student, but I have met far
more people who treated me with
common courtesy, and have met
some who have become good
friends.
Why is it that my view of the
citizens of Wooster is so different
the Mr. Provost's and Mr.
Hallman's? Is it that I disguise
myself as a "townie?" I do not think
so, not with my Wooster sweatshirt
and the Wooster decal on my car. Is
it that I only venture into the best
places and only with friends in broad
daylight? I go out at night and am
current barrage ofdemands concern-
ing noise from the faculty living
across the street from Wagner Hall
that much more unfair and unrea-
sonable, both to the students and the
faculty that have gone out of their
way to accommodate this relation-
ship in the past.
Wooster works hard to promote
itself conducive to close faculty-stude- nt
relationships. IS is heralded
nationally as a major extension of
this commitment.
That some staff would be so myo-
pic as to usurp such a carefully nur-
tured arrangement with complaints
as petty as those pertaining to noise
in and around Wagner Hall (inciden-
tally the "quiet dorm"), threatens the
very climate of mutual understand-
ing that has blossomed for so many
years.
Howard Lowry, the visionary ar-
chitect of this sacred relationship
between student and faculty, would
have cringed at such an absurd list of
demands.
Alex Benchimol '92
not overly discriminatory about
where I go. What it is, is the way I
go off campus.
I do not approach the town of
Wooster as a place filled with kind
and loving people who, as long as I
respect them for what they are, for
what talents and skills they have,
and for the life they lead; will re-
spect me for what I am, for who I am
and will not overly care thatJ am
from an upper middle class back-
ground and am going to a school
that they could not get into or, if
they did, could not afford to go to.
In characterizing the citizens of
Wooster, in their column, Mr. Pro-
vost and Mr. Hallman have unfortu-
nately only described a small, albeit
vocal, minority.
In my experiences the majority
of Wooster's citizens are polite and
respectable and do not harbor in-
tense hatred for College ofWooster
students. If, when they go out into
the community. College students
treat everyone that they meet with
complete respect and treat them as
individual people instead of
"townies," they will find that
Wooster is a community filled with
kind and caring people, not geneti-
cally inferior hicks from helL
Fritz Nelson '94
Abstinence 'Acknowledges Thie Love'
Continued from page 5
sibQity of pregnancy; condoms do
fail.
One might then be faced with the
agonizing decision ofwhether to abort
a baby or not. Beyond these factors,
relationships are often degraded (as
well as the individual) by premarital
sex. Such relations can also lead to
sexual abuse and exploitation. The
many other spiritual and psychologi-
cal consequences are hard to predict
In short, the pleasures are minor and
risks greaL
The position which I advocate, and
which I believe is the logically sound
one, is abstinence. By leading achaste
life, one has elevated the magnificent
experience of spiritual love to the
pinnacle which it deserves to occupy.
In making the decision to abstain, a
couple acknowledges their true love
for each other as people. It is in such
a relationship that the most pure and
devout love reaches maturity. The
couple is also free of the responsibili-
ties and worries which strain even
sound relationships. Furthermore, the
chances ofpregnancy and contracting
diseases are minimized, if not elimi
nated. The love and friendship are
enhanced, and the couple revels in the
existence ofeach other.
Naturally, foresight requires that a
choicebe made before the issue arises.
While on a date or in the bedroom is
riot the time to make a decision ofsuch
magnitude. And, or course, it is never
too late to change one's ways. To
choose a chaste life after one has had
sexual relations shows great moral
courage and proves the strength of a
couple. Naturally, many people are
not mature enough to make such deci-
sions. Itis imperative that these people
postpone sexual unions, thus ensur-
ing a future free of regrets.
As stated above, I am addressing all
responsible students. However, I par-
ticularly wish to remind those stu-
dents who consider themselves to be
Jew or Christians (as well as other
rtligkxa which advocateachaste life).
You are not asked by scripture to
abstain, it is demanded of you. The
message is made clear throughout
these traditions; fornication is a sin.
To engage in premarital sexual rela-
tions is to willingly and knowingly
reject Cod and His word. The physi-
cal pleasures of sex can hardly justify
this separation from Grace. Further-
more, Wooster is a school founded
upon the beliefs of the Christian faith.
Thiscolkge'sadherence to itsMJudeo-Christia- n
heritage" (Scot's Key, 52;
see also Catalogue. 5) must not be
compromised to satisfy moral laxity.
As an institution with strong ties to the
Church, Wooster is obligated to up-
hold the basic tenets of Christianity in
the administration of its rules.
A final point to be made is that of
reproductive "choice." Those in fa-
vor ofabortion often cry for the free-
dom of decision. I agree that one
should be free to make a choice.
However, the choice is not whether to
allow unborn humans to be killed or
not,but whether ornot to prevent such
a situation from developing. A re-
sponsible person, by abstaining, has
exercised their choice to prevent suf-
fering and death. One who truly val-
ues the sanctity oflife can choose only
to remain chaste or accept total re-
sponsibility for the life they created,
never opting for murder. Condoms
will not necessarily protect one from
the anguish of such dilemmas. As
illustrated by The Consequences of
Choice," (Voice, 13192) condoms
do fail and innocent lives (including
the mothers) do suffer.
Please consider these words care-
fully and honestly. Every one ofus is
called to make a decision, for which
we will ultimately bejudged. A chaste
life requires courage and strength, as
well as conviction. Yet the rewards
are innumerable.
Ian Limbach '95
Professional Needs Must Be
Addressed by Feminism
Continued from page 4
child adds immeasurably to the burdens ofpoor and career-minde- d women.
Reproductive choice and repeal of the gag rule are potentially powerful
issues for the feminist movement of the 1990s.
Finally, feminism can campaign for the expansion of options available to
individuals, both single and married, who choose not to interrupt their
careers after childbirth. Reasonably priced day care and paid parental leave
should be available to women and men. Challenging part-tim-e work with
livable salaries and health insurance, as opposed to dead-en-d service sector
jobs, should be made available by employers to provide greater flexibility
in working hours. All of these professional needs could be addressed
effectively by feminism.
Society has much to gain from making fuller use of the human resources
of half the population. Ifproperly focused, the feminist movement still has
the ability to affect positive change in the unfolding decade.
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Lets Arango: Colombian
. v
Luis Arango discusses his artwork
AMY M DANA
Voice Staff Writer
The next time you pass through
one of the entrances in the Lowry
Center dining hall, ask Luis Arango
GJX checker) to share some of his
stories with you.
The Voice did just that, and three
staff members were treated to gra-
cious hospitality in his home.
Brightly-colore- d paintings, mainly
of boating scenes, adorned his living-
-room walls, and three fish tanks
hummed in the background as we
sipped red wine and listened to the
tale of what brought Arango to
Wooster.
Behind the thick beard and ma-
roon Dining Services smock, there
lies an abundance of talent and a
lifetime of unusual experiences.
Although the monotony of Lowry
life would never let him show it,
Arango has a long line of artistic
blood running through his veins.
Luis Fernando Arango grew up in
Medellin.Colornbia. Maestro Rafael
Saenz, his uncle, began to teach him
the techniques ofdrawing, watercol-or- s,
and pastels when he was 11
years old. Saenz was a teacher at the
Institute of Fine Arts, the National
University of Medellin, and was the
Professor of Advanced Painting and
mm--
and his job at lowry center.
Photo by Joshua Fagans.
Color Theory at the University of
Antioquia. He came to be known as
"The Painter of Antioquia."
Arango's grandfather, maestro
Alberto Arango, was the co-found- er
of the Manizales University School
of Art, and is known best for his
political caricatures.
After Arango completed second-
ary school, his father tried to per-
suade him to become a dentist But
Arango insisted on traveling to In-
dia,where he intended to study medi-
tation. To get to India, he had to go
first through New York City. He
would later return there. While
abroad, Luis traveled London, Paris,
and Kuwait as a street painter. He
spent one year in India then returned
to New York City in 1972.
"I always thought that New York
was the center of the world for the
arts, and I wanted to be where every-
thing new was happening,' he said.
He found 2 or 3 other people to rent
a loft with, and he supported himself
by painting and selling his work on
the streets of Greenwich Village.
In 1975 he decided to go with
some friends to live in a commune,
which the group had established in
West Virginia. "Myjob there was to
milk the goals," he said with a
chuckle. "This was also the time of
the hippies, and I did some experi-
ments in abstract painting while I
was there. But after a while I de-
cided it wasn't my thing. I like
realism much better. Sol decided to
go to school for more training."
Luis enrolled at Keene State Uni-
versity in New Hampshire, where he
met his wife Kathryn Gross in 1976.
Gross's parents are Dick and Marg-
aret Gross of Wooster.
"We were still rebels back then
and we didn't think we had to finish
school. So we came to Ohio in 1977
and were married in the back of the
Wooster Inn."
In 1978, they bought a farm in San
Juan de Arama, Colombia. "It was
paradise there," he said. "We used
to go around naked. There were
hundreds ofdifferent plants, animals,
and insects. We didn't see any other
people for weeks at a time. Our
intent there was to start an artists'
commune. Not just painters, but for
poets, musicians everyone."
All was well until around 1989
when they tried to dramatize an
"expression corporal." This "play"
was actually a mock funeral proces-
sion.
"We carried a coffin through the
streets, and we lifted the Colombian
flag from it . Behind the coffin in the
procession were men dressed in ex-
pensive suits with money stuffed
into and sticking out of their pock-
ets, shirt collars, everywhere. And
behind them in the procession were
all the orphans the children whose
parents had been killed by the drug
dealers in the drug wars.
"Our point was to show how drugs
and the greed of the drug lords is
destroying our country. The lords
bribe the government officials and
there is no justice."
But this play did not go unnoticed
by the objects of its criticism. That
night, Arango and his friends found
one oftheir cohorts dead. Next to the
body was a warning with a list of
names. Arango's name was next on
the list They immediately fled to
Bogota.
"Anyone who speaks out against
them the drug lords and doesn't
stay in the norm is not tolerated," .
said Luis.
"That event affected me deeply
more than anything else in my life.
Kate and I could have gone to the
mountains and become guerillas. But
I am not a political person. I believe
peace should come because people
are honest and good in their heart,
not because someone has out-power- ed
another. It does not matter what
political affiliation you have as long
Artist.' in -
as you are honest. People must
change on the inside before they
change things outside."
After the ordeal in Colombia, the
Arango moved to Key West, Florida
where he continued to paint and show
his works at galleries and special
exhibitions. He also studied at the
Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale.
The subject matter of most of
Arango's oil paintings is related to
nature and the simple life. "It is ah
escape for him," interjected Kate.
The majority of the paintings he has
in his home are of fishermen, the sea,
and boats. His favorite places to
visit are the fishing towns ofMexico.
"The fishermen have the ideal
life," he said. "No debts, no doubts,
no fear. They know that nature will
provide for them, and they see any
adversity as a test from God they
happily endure. They are simple and
happy people."
Arango uses an impressionistic
style to convey the simple, ideal life.
His favorite artist is Vincent Van
Gogh, of whom he has several por-
traits in his home.
He has done numerous paintings
of other natural settings in addition
to those of the fishermen's life. His
works on the Amish were exhibited
0
Arango's many colorful works of
Disguise
in Berlin, Ohio, and while he was in
Key West he donated series of works
on wildlife to Greenpeace and the
Jungle Foundation.
Incidentally, Arango is also an
amateur archaeologist. On the mantle
in his home, he proudly displays a
dozen or so Pre-Colomb- ian artifacts
he dug himself.
So, why is he working for Dining
Services?
"Kate and I moved to Wooster in
June, 1991 to be with her family...I
need the extra money to help out
with expenses. One little tube of
paint costs ten dollars. .
"I enjoy being at the College. I
can be near the country but still come
here to learn new art techniques and
see people from all over the world."
Arango teaches an oil painting
class at the Wayne County Center
for the Arts, and gives lessons in his
home. He also assists Professor Su-
san Hansen in her class here at the
College. He encourages anyone who
is interested in learning to paint or
seeing his work to contact him.
Luis and Kate have a home on'
Columbus Avenue in Wooster. It
would be well worth anyone's time
to talk with him or to see an exhibi-
tion of his work.
art hang in his home.
Photo by Joshua Fagans.
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Old Kenyon at Kenyon College
MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer
"Well, February's always pretty
dulL"explained Kelly Ragland, 93.
when asked what's been happening
at Kenyon College lately.
Dull compared to what? Maybe
to previous months, when the prop-
erty of a lesbian first-ye- ar student
was vandalized and an ti-Sem- itic
graffiti appeared on the bathroom
walls.
But what about the real issues
concerning today's college student,
the issues which occupy our daily
thoughts, the issues which guide
our lives, the issue of what's going
on this weekend?
Social Life
According to RagLand, the editor
of the student newspaper, the Ken-
yon Collegian, the social life at Ken-
yon is contained to campus activi-
ties. "People go to Columbus every
once in a while and there's a movie
theater in Mount Vernon, but other
than that roost people stay on cam-
pus," she explained. In fact, almost
all of the 1,493 full-tim- e students
reside on campus, in dormitories or
college-owne- d apartments. The
Creeks provide the social atmo-
sphere." according to Ragland.
Greek Life
A shift in attitudes toward the
Greeks, has occurred Pyct .the last.
two years, according to Wright
Ohrstrom, '93, head of the Greek
Council. He commented on a re-
cent decision by the Student Senate
to change the rush to second semes-
ter. "I can see arguments for both
sides," be explained. The Senate's
argument was that by having rush
first semester, the first-ye- ar students
opportunities for exploring differ-
ent areas of the college, both aca-
demic and social, were limited.
Ohrstrom said that second semester
rush limits outdoor activities and
does not give the seniors a chance to
get to know the pledges.
Ohrstrom feels the anti-Gree- k shift
in attitudes could affect the campus.
He believes that alumni donations
may decrease. Since Kenyon was an
all-ma- le institution until 1970. the
majority of the alumni are male. A
considerable amount of those were
fraternity members. The fraternities
"support about 75 of the social life
on campus." Ohrstrom explained. If
Greeks are limited, the social atmo-
sphere will be limited.
Housing is a major concern to
many campus members. As a result
of cor-plai- nts from female students,
especially sophomores, the allot-
ment ofbousing to Greeks nextyear
has been changed.
Previously, the fraternities had
sections of .housing in the historic -
dormitories, which are very popu-
lar. The fraternities filled half of
the historic dorms and the remain-
ing half was divided evenly between
men and women, leaving women
with only one-four- th of the space.
The space for fraternities will be
cut in half by limiting those eligible
tojunior and senior fraternity mem-
bers next year. Sophomore mem-
bers will have to choose housing in
general room draw. Of the seven
fraternities, some have too many
upperclass members to fit into their
allotted space, while some have
more space than they need, ex-
plained Ohrstrom. The division is
the fair thing to do, but that doesn't
mean I have to like it"
Academics
Ragland feels the typical
workload of a Kenyon students is
"pretty hard. It's constant, there
aren't really times when you don't
have any work." The average stu-
dent takes four, occasionally five,
classes a semester. Susan
Grossman, a sophomore at Kenyon,
disagrees with Ragland's assess-
ment Grossman explained, "It's
not too hard if you keep up with the
work. There's definitely a crunch
time when everything piles up, usu-
ally right before and right after
breaks."
. .Sounds familiar.
History Department Faces
Diminished Ranks Next Year
JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer
The history department will
have two fewer professors next
year when visiting professors
David Shapinsky and David
Wrobel leave the College. The
denial to extend their contracts
will mean fewer courses in one
of the most popular majors at the
College.
The two professors were added
to the history department, as sub-
stitutes for professors on leave,
at the beginning of the 90-- 91
academic year. Shapinsky and
Wrobel not only filled the ab-
sences of several professors on
leave, but they also advised se-
nior I.S. during a year which
witnessed a large number of his-
tory majors.
Several other history profes-
sors would be on leave this year,
and the number of majors would
remain high, so Shapinsky's and
Wrobel's contracts were ex-
tended for this academic year. .
Their contracts were not ex-
tended for next year, however,
since only one history professor
will be on leave each semester.
The department also expects
fewer majors, which will make
advising senior I.S. more man-
ageable.
Shapinsky's and Wrobel's ab-
sences next year will have a
marked effect on the courses of-
fered by the history department.
Only fifteen courses will be in-
cluded in the fall curriculum,
which is twelve fewer courses
than offered this semester.
John Hondros, chairperson of
the history department, remarked
that although fewer classes will
be offered, class sizes will re- -,
main the same. "We'll try to
take care of everybody as best
we can." Hondros commented.
The history department, due
to its depleted ranks, will not be
able to contribute as many pro-
fessors to the First Year Seminar
program. For the past two years
the department has been able to
. contribute three or four profes-
sors to the program, but next
year it is likely that only one
professor from the history de-
partment will teach First Year
Seminar.
Laura Fielitz '92, a history
major, commented on
Shapinsky's leave at the end of
this year: "His leaving will be a
loss for the College. I chose him
as my senior I.S. advisor because
he is one of the few professors
who really cared."
Melissa Johnson '94, also a
history major, remarked on the
impact Shapinsky's. and
Wrobel's absences will have on
the department: "It's a loss not
only because of the professors
themselves, but also because
we're losing teaching style, va-
riety, choice, and viewpoints
concerning history."
The history department will
certainly miss Shapinsky and
Wrobel, but their influence on
the department and students alike
will last even in their absence.
Seniors to Show Off
LS.Projects
EMILY SILVERMAN.
Voice Feature Editor
"Feel misunderstood about your
LS.r
"Are others wondering where
you've been for the last six months?"
Tired of restating your thesis to
others, one person at a time?"
"Want to get your senior LS. re-
ally over with?"
These enticing words begin a flyer
rccendy sent to all seniors. The magi
cal event which will help those who
choose to participate will be the first
(and hopefully annual) Independent
Study Conference on April 25.
The conference, which will take
place in Taylor HaH from 9 ajn. lo 5
p.m. (followed by a dinner forpartici-
pants), is the College's "first attempt
to offer its seniors a day to present
their work to peers, faculty, family,
and the campus community as a
whole."
Seniors will make either 15-min- ute
oral or all-da-y visual presentations.
Students who make visualposter pre-sentatk- xis
win consist ofthose mainly
in the natural sciences and the quanti- - '
taiive social sciences (political sci-
ence, psychology, sociology). Art
majors' works win be displayed in
Frick.
Cameron Maneese of the Student
Research office, coordinator of the
conference, sees the conference as a
"format by which to ten everyone
how LS. turned out."
Maneese is an alumnus ofWooster,
Continued on page 9
emotional distress, maintains Stark.
One of the emotional complica-
tions pregnant women undergo is that
of denial "One way to resolve un-
wanted pregnancies is to not do any-thmgab-out
it," saysBettyShull,Clini-
calPsychologist at the S tudent Health
Center in Hygeia. "Ifyou don'tknow
you'repregnant, you're ignoring some
changes in your body.
"Denial is a major kind of emo-
tional defense. It's notjust conscious,
deliberate; it's more of an 'I don't
want to think about it,' or 'What am I
going to do?," Shull added.
This denial can result in depres-
sion, withdrawal, and guilt. Two teen-
age mothers expressed an initial de-
sire for marriage and happiness, yet
after their experience with pregnancy
they developed a defensive wall that
isolated them from the day to day
activities that made up their lives,
according to a conversation Edelman
had with the two women.
An organization, HELP. (Hous-
ing, Education, and Life Program),
located in Wooster, does offer refer-
rals for those experiencing this emo-
tional stress. H1LP. is a program
that primarily offers housing and edu-catio- nal
opportunities for single moth-
ers. In addition, they have access to
services that aid women with finan-
cial, career, and emotional needs.
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Unwanted Pregnancy: 'Denial a Major Emotional Defense'
Continued from page 1
1986 which reveal that one out of ten
women under die age of twenty be-
comepregnant every year, and almost
one-ha- lf ofthese pregnancies result in
births, according to Elizabeth Stark, a
correspondent for Psychology Today.
Furthermore, Stark maintains mat
while thebirmingrate ofyoung women
ison the decline, pregnancy rates have,
in fact, increased, mainly because in
about 45 percent of teenage pregnan-
cies, the women choose to abort.
Although many young women
choose abortion as preferable to teen-
age parenthood, the process of abor-tio- n
carries a "host ofemotional con-
sequences," according to Stark.
Women who are unsure about their
sexual maturity arealso unable to deal
emotionally with the consequences of
an unwanted pregnancy, according to
Fisher. Consequently, extraordinary
events occur, whereby women go to
great lengths so that they may hide
their pregnancies, and in some cases,
the deliveries of those pregnancies.
Because of those emotional conse-
quences, a delay ensues in acknowl-
edging the pregnancy, and conse-
quently many women often do not
seek abortions until late in the preg-
nancy because of the difficulty in
seeking a later term abortion, and the
increased risk of complications and
r
WoosIriierMmHousaigCorp's
Hil.programprovideshousingand
support for mothers actively looking
for employment or education.
(216)264-879- 1
WIC (Women, Infants, Chil-
dren) provides care for pregnant
women, and infants.
(216)264-959- 0
Community Action has a Well
Baby ClinicandaTeen Mom program.
(216)264-867- 7
Women's Pregnancy Services
provides assistance to pregnant
women who are certain they wish to
IS. Conference to
Continued from page 8
and remembers doing her I.S. in
Religious Studies.
"My LS. is 12 years old and I still
draw from h."
For her, coordinating the confer-
ence has meant, largely, notifying
the public of the event
"The hardest part is getting people
to see this as a viable way to con-
clude their senior year."
Success, however, will involve
"people gaining knowledge from
attendance, and experience from
presenting...underclass students
should attend and...get a new look
carry to term.
(216)345-544- 4
People to People Ministries pro-vid- es
emergency funds for doctors ap-
pointments, diapers, and the like. Ser-
vices are available on a 24 hour basis.
(216)262-166- 2
The Counseling Center of
Wayne-Holm- es County provides
counseling and crisis intervention on
a 24 hour basis. Fees are sliding.
Should a woman need to go to the
emergency room, a representative
from me Center will be there.
(216)264-902- 9
be Held in Taylor
atLS."
Maneese recognizes the value in
offering underclass students achance
take a close look at LS., and to dis-
cuss the process with those who have
just completed it. "An underclass
student can get access to an actual
LS
-t-here will be that connection for
those who will soon doiL..they can
see what work it entails.".
When asked about the number of
responses she has received from se-
niors (50 spaces are available),
Maneese says she has seen "spat-
tered interes t...right now people are
feeling, 'let me get LS. done first!'"
"He
The financial Aid Office
has received applications
for The Mary II, Memorial
Scholarship. Applicants
must be junior or senior
women that reside in
Westlake County who are
pursuing a career
, , in teaching.
Deadline; March 17, 1992
DINE with EMORY
The International Rela-
tions Colloquium invites
you to attend: Domestic
Issue Influencing Foreign
Policy Speaker:
EMORY SWANK
Former U.S. Diplomat to
the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe.
Tuesday, March 3, 12
noon. Lowry 119
Lunch Provided.
Centra! City Experience
Explore the side streets of
Chicago meet the other
folks --join a 4-d- ay trip
over Spring Break March
- 19-2- 2 Sponsored by ,
WVNandlFC. ''
Call Sr. Margaret Ext-209- 6
for info and sign up ;
Ofit (A rit Oier Wur
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Friday. Fehmarv 28
10 a.m.-- 7 p.m. Vender
Sale in Lowry Pit.
'5--7 p.m. Happy Hour in
the Underground.
8 p.m. Come see New
Jack City at the Under-
ground.
9-- 11 p.m. Spotlight
Showcase featuring Tom
Acousti in Mom's.
11 p.m.-12:3- 0 a.m.
Moonlight Bowling in Scofl
Lanes. Free shoe rental and
half price bowling.
Football Funk Night in
the Underground. Come
jam with DJ. Brian
Grandison. Sponsored by
the senior football players.
1 1 p.m.-- 2 a.m.
Saturday. February 29
Head to the Cleveland
Auto Show from noon until
5 p.m. Sign up at Lowry
Front Desk. $5.
Madonna's film, Truth or
Dare. 7:30 p.m., 10 p.m.
and 12 am. in Mateer. $1.
The SkaFunkReggae
Salsa - Band, the Twist
Offs will perform at the
Underground from 10 pjn.
until 2 a.m. Admission is
$.75.
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Kent Area Band Takes Off Performing Music with a Twist
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The Twist-Off- s will perform in the
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
How does one categorize a
band that unites a heavy guitar
sound with Latin percussion and
horns all while following a slick
.
'-
-
if
'-
J
Underground on Saturday
funk groove laid down by the
rhythm section. How about a
band who's lead singer sings in
Portuguese and a trumpet player
who replicates guitar riffs ala
Clapton through his horn? Or
il ' i ii M
Awards Tuesday night managed to
best of the musical ouerings izti
was indeed "Unforgettahle.7 The
Gr iy Avar
SHAWN PERRY
Well, once a; tin the Granny
sursme and serrcsed; ? reflect the
pat year. in one word the show
urn r
scr.g performed through the renovations ia rczcriitg technology
between Natalie Ccle and her la:e father Nat King Cole, won for
Song of the Year and Record cf lit Year as veil as Albom of the
Year and Traditional Pc? Performance. ,
The song itself is not tad and the innovations made by which the
Coles' cocld sing together is impressive, bat by what means does
one scsg decide the fate of an entire album being rated ths best? I
who's members have musical
backgrounds ranging from an
acoustic church vocal group to
marching band experience?
Find out for yourself when the
Twist-Off- s take the stage at the
Underground tomorrow night be-
ginning at 10p.m. Admission is
75 cents with a College I.D.
With their unique and inter-estin- g
musical approach, the
Twist-Off- s have created quite a
buzz in the Northeast Ohio area
with their multi-facete- d and en-
ergetic style of music. Described
as "worldbeat" music by some
and even ska by others. (The
Alternative Music Journal added
the band to its list of North
American ska bands in 1990),
the ethnic-heavy-rock-dance-beat-horn-bla- ring
sound of the
band places them in yet another
needless and nameless genre
which simply doesn't do them
justice.
However, the uniqueness of the
band was well awarded last sum-
mer. Through a local promo-
tional contest sponsored by one
of Cleveland's premier rock sta-
tions, WMMS 100.7. The Twist-Off- s
were chosen as one of over
560 bands in the Northeast Ohio
region whose song was put on a
compilation CD titled "Buzzard
T
V- -
Tracks"
However, unlike the other
bands on the compilation, the
song, "Win Or Lose," was added
to the station's regular playlist
and broadcast in heavy rotation
with the songs of other more es-
tablished rock stars. The expo-
sure created an instant demand
for the seven-ma- n band from
Kent. Since then, the band has
hired a manager and is in the
process of recording a new CD
to be released in May.
In addition to a 4 song EP re-
leased in 1987, the band has also
released material on two other
"New Music Sampler" compila-
tion CDs in New York and Cleve-
land.
In a recent phone interview
with singer and guitarist Erik
Walter, the group is very excited
and committed to living up to
the success of "Win Or Lose."
"Most of us have dropped out
of school to keep going with the
direction of the band" said
Walter.
As a sophomore in high school,
Walter, the only original mem-
ber of the group, started the band
that would metamorphose into
the Twist-Off- s in 1984. "We
were only a four-piec-e band back
Continued on page 12
JL w V&
guess C.e Granny's tr.i the NAKAS (National Academy of Re
cording Arts and Sciences) simply acknowledged that the rausic
today just doesn't play c? to par with songs recorded forty : years
ago. , ,
They a!: 3 proved this tv.o years c o by awarding Roy Ortison
"with Sc.-g-ef the Year fcrTrcUy Ycman necriy thirty years after
. initial recording a.--i a few years afterias cntimely death.
What is the sense cf even putting out new songs anymore when
the awards are in fiver cf reissues cf old cbssics? This seer.s tz
defeat the purpose of even having awards to honor present music
excellence.' Of course seeing "Baby Baby"i byAray; Grant win
would have teen even more disastrous. Continued enpe "5 11
ft n ?lrfi3 faienJo, I see.i (A1 sufi"sed ) I W' --fast's i
'
-
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Talent Show Benefits
Every Woman's House
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Westminster Church will sponsor
a talent show to benefit Every
Women's House tomorrow night in
McGaw Chapel beginning at 7:30
pjn. Admission cost for the event is
$ 1 .00 for students and $3 .00 forgen-
eral public. All proceeds from the
event will go to Every Woman's
House, a shelter and crisis center for
battered women and children based
inWooster.
Originated by Westminster
Church in 1 982, the talent show was
a means of maintaining the services
of Every Women'sHouse which was
just getting started at the time. Now
in its tenth year, the talent show has
helped in raising money for the insti-
tution to continue providing its shel-
ter and counseling services for the
community of Wooster.
- t
i
Dunn House is a program house
for the organization which provides
publicity and support for the talent
show.
The program consists of a variety
of acts from individuals of the Col-
lege of Wooster. Included in the
show are Don't Throw Shoes and
Footlights, Wooster's comedy
groups; a play reading with Gary
Devore and Richard Figge, Profes-
sorofGerman; and Willie Schreiber,
a Professor Emeritus of the college
who traditionally performs a humor-
ous harmonica solo complete with
lederhosen.
Other acts from the community
include guitaristvocalist Shirley Jay,
pianist Darren Berg, The Art Center
Dancers,Wooster Tumblers.and the
WoosterHighSchool Showstopper
a vocal performance group.
Continued on page 12
Singersongwriterguitarist Tom Acousti will perform at Mom's
Trucx Stop tonight in the Spotlight Showcase beginning at 9
p.m. Playing music professionally for a number of years in the
New England area, he headed west to study acting at The
American Academy of Dramatic Arts in Los Angeles. He has
since completed two albums. He is currently touring colleges
in support of his recent album "Tom Acousti Only-Welco- me to
Reality." -
j t , . . v-- yA
-
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The Scot Symphonic Band will perform their Winter concert in McGaw Chapel this Sunday, March 1 at 4 p.m.
Admission is free for the concert. Under the direction of Nancy Dttmer, the band will perform various pieces
including a "Serenade for Alto Saxophone and Band" featuring soloist Diana Wolf '93, a trombone sou in
THE LIVELY "POLKA DOTS," AND MUSIC FROM SCOTLAND FEATURING THE SCOT PIPERS, DANCERS AND DRUMMERS.
: :
:
: Photo by News Services.
Surprising Wins in Grammies
Continued from page 10
A surprise win in the Best New Artist category
by Marc Cohn for "Walking in Memphis' was well
deserved over the likes of CC Music Factory and
Color Me Badd.
Another surprise win went to Bonnie Raitt for
Best Rock Performance with "Good Man, Good
Woman," (from her "Luck of the Draw" album,
another good one).
Other awards went to Michael Bolton and Bonnie
Raitt for Best Pop Vocal, R.E.M. for Best Pop Duo
' or Group and Best Alternative Album (for "Out of
Time"), Luther Vandross and a tie between Patti
LaBelle and Lisa Fischer fpr Best R&B Vocal, Van
Halen for Best Hard Rock Album ("For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge," spell out the first letters of
each word), D J. Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince
for Best Rap Group, and Sting's "Soul Cages" as
Best Rock Song.
Also, The Judds won for Best Country Group
and Song, Buddy Guy and B.B. King took home
Best Blues Album awards, Best Jazz Vocal went to
Take 6 and Best Jazz Instrumental went to Stan
Getz and The Oscar Peterson Trio. The Robin
Hood : Prince of Thieves soundtrack won for Best
Pop Instrumental.
Metallica won for Best Metal Album (their third
award in the category) and accepted their award
with a very sarcastic yet humorous tone. "First
thing we're going to do is thank Jethro Tull for not
putting out an album this year," replied Metallica
drummer Lars Ulrich. "I also have to thank the
academy for giving Jethro Tull the award," finally
asking the audience to "read between the lines."
Ulrich referred to their Grammy snub in 1988
when the first Grammy was awarded to "unmetal-like- "
Jethro Tull as opposed to Metallica's "..And
Justice For All." Go figure?
It is through reflections like this that question
the seriousness and validity of the Grammy
Awards and to what extent they truly measure the
best in musical talent. Whoopi Goldberg hosted
the festivities which took place at Radio City
Music Hall and provided a little entertainment of
her own outside of the various musical acts. Pok-
ing fun at the various performers in the music
business as well as the likes of Mike Tyson and
Clarence Thomas, Goldberg gratefully dismissed
the seriousness of the awards and made it clear
that the Grammy's are still nothing more than a
sideshow for the music business.
Several acts provided live entertainment for the
show in their own personal way. Metallica, whose
performance was unfortunately plagued by sound
problems, used large screens which played back
the video of their song "Enter Sandman"; a large
scale boxing ring set-u- p for L.L. Cool J's,
"Momma Said Knock You Out"; Paul Simon's
"Cool, Cool River" with a backup band of .many
talented Brazilian musicians; a string ensemble
accompaniment in "Silent Lucidity" by
Queensryche; Color Me Badd and Boyz II Men in
a "Battle of the Bands," harmonic style, an all
star tribute to George Gershwin featuring jazz
greats Dave Grusin and Chick Corea; in addition
to many other performances.
The overhyped event once again managed to
bore everyone with the "Thank God, and Every-
one I Know" speeches, and as expected provided
a shock for the viewers as well as the performers --
with the presentation of several awards that will
probably be debated by discriminate music lis-
teners until next year's show. Of course if you
always knew who was going to win, then the
show just wouldn't seem as magical as it is today
would it?! Personally, I can't wait for the Best
Lip Sync Category to emerge. That to me would
truly measure the musical talent we have today.
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Band Started
Continued from page 10
then but we slowly built it op by
adding a horn every year ," joked
Walter. "About four years ago,
we began playing with the same
idea and style that we still have
today."
The group's present members
include Walter (guitar and vo-
cals), Patrick Drouin (guitar),
Dave Connolly (bass), Louis
Giffels (drums), Brian Fricky
(trumpet), Mike Fasig (saxo-
phone), and Allen Mothersbaugh
(trombone). All of the members
hail from the Kent and Akron
area and have a variety of musi-
cal backgrounds and tastes. "We
listen to everything from classic
rock to funk to heavy Latin." In
fact a recent trip to Brazil pro-
vided other cultural influences
for Walter which led to the cre-
ation of one song done in Portu-
guese.
The group has been a regular
attraction on the bar and college
circuit playing for very enthusi-
astic crowds and drawing fans
by the thousands. In addition to
touring the Northeast Ohio area,
the band has also played in New
York and Pennsylvania and even
Talent
Continued from page 11
Cheryl Weiss is coordinator
for the show and Peter Havholm
will M.C. the event as he has for
the past ten years.
Being part of the show from
the very beginning, he speaks of
the variety of acts that always
participate, "One minute you're
listening to a Rachmoninoff pi
WCWS ConcertWatch
Kevin Anderson - Music Director
Mort, Mar.3 CrampsReverand
TueMar.4 Mr. Big
Wed, Mar. 5 MSG
Tue Mar. 17 Bryan
LA-- Guns
Wed. Mar. 18 Johnny
Fri.Mar.20 Peter
ThurMar.26 U2
Sun., Mar. 29 Mr. Bangle
in High School
traveled to the East Coast for a
number of performances in Bal
timore, Washington D.C. and
New York City. "It gets kind of
tough because every one has a
day job," replied Walter. "In
fact some of us are between jobs
now because of it." However,
Walter also added that playing a
lot helps. "We average about
three shows a week...but we do
it better when we do more."
The excitement conveyed by
this band is more than evident in
their live show. A recent three
night gig at Bowling Green Uni-
versity had the enthusiastic
people on their feet and wanting
more from the hyper-energet- ic
band. To sum up their live show.
Waller describes it as "sheer lu-
nacy." "Anything can happen
from anybody he said, "In fact
we're having more fun than the
peopteout there." ,
The 'future of this band looks
bright as both.a mid-Marc- h tour
and a summer tour to support
their soon released CD are cur-
rently in the works. Of course
even with the recent success of
the band. Walter replied, "It's
not quite full time yet."
Show
ano work and the next you're
watching the Wooster Tum-
blers."
"The show has always had an
eclectic mixture of talent from
the college and community,"
says Havholm. Even though
their are no prizes given out to
the acts, Havholm declares,
"They are all the best!"
Hortoo Heat Empire
Empire
(Unplugged)
.
Empire
AdamsThe Storm Coliseum
Agora (Cleveland
Winter Empire
Frampton Agora
Coliseum
Empire
For ticket information on most of these shows, call the TicketMaster
Outlet:
In Cleveland: In Akron:
(216) 241-55- 55 (216) 945-940- 0
Our Town Enlightens and Entertains
Out Town performed in Freedlandex Theatre this weekend. Cast members include (left to right) Brian
Pollack 95 . Onus Strompolos 93 and John Atkinson 94. Photo by News Services
SHAWN PERRY
AAE Editor
Freed lander Theatre was presented
with a little slice of Americana last
night with the premiere of Thornton
Wilder Our Town. The play will
continue this weekend tonight and
tomorrow night beginning at 8:15
pjn. Tickets are free for Wooster
students but must be reserved.
Our Town gives a view of life in
the small town of Grover's Corners.
New Hampshire at the turn of the
century. Life in this rural town is
very ordinary and simplistic yet ap
preciated by its people who enjoy
the solitude and bare essentials of
their surroundings.
We are introduced to the people of
Grover's Comer with the help of an
aide, much like Rod Seiiing provid-
ing the setting of an episode of the
"Twilight Zone." Referred to as the
Stage Manager (John Atkinson), the
audience is given a history of the
town and its people and given a tour
of its present day life through his
perceptions. This character plays an
odd role by also interacting with the
characters and miring off their ac
tions as if he truly were directing the
progress of the play as a participant
in it.
To emphasize the mere simplicity
of the town, props are kept to a
minimum and the appearance ofob
jects and understanding of actions
are dependent upon the miming of
the characters. Each person pro
J '
-
,
vides convincing imagery through
miming the actions ofleading a horse
or drinking a shake. The absence of
props is not even noticed because of
the great detail that go into the cast's
acting and the ensemble work that
many of them take part in to convey
the existence of an object.
The play focuses on the interaction
between the people of this rural town,
primarily between the Gibbs and
Webb families. Both families have
lived life together, sharing each other's
company and enjoying the little intri-
cacies that make life special.
Doc Gibbs (Chris Strompolos)and
newspaper editor Mr. Webb (Scott
Dixon) are each highly regarded men
in the community because of their
contributions as well as the devotion
to their families. Meanwhile, Mrs.
Gibbs (Amy Vezza) and Mrs. Webb
(Lee Carter Hillman) besides acting
as the important motherwife roles
in each family, many times unify the
actions of the other characters.
As the play unfolds, we follow the
relationship that develops between
George Gibbs (Brian Pollack) and
Emily Webb (Denice Kondik). As
kidsjust graduated from high school,
love and life become important is-
sues' as experienced in the surround-
ings ofa small town.
Divided into three Acts, the play
looks at different stages of life that
entail the important activities of this
community as well as documenting
the lives ofGeorge and Emily. Each
t stage has certain characteristics
which mark it as an important evenf
in the lives of all of the characters.
However, besides the simplicities1
arid happiness of life, a deeper mes-
sage exists within the context of the
play. Through the observations of
the Stage Manager and the sudden
death of a major character, we are
reminded that in reality we don't
truly revel in the riches of our life.
We take for granted the littlest de-
tails of our life and we don't under-- j
stand the importance of even these
small details until it is too late.
Even though Wilder' s classic play
takes place in the early 1900's, its,
message holds great importance tq
our world today. As cities grow and
the community atmosphere of the
rural town slowly disappears, w
continually lose touch with each
important detail of our lives. It's
deep message, but one that should be
seriously considered.
The entire cast is superb in their
presentation of life in a small town
through the various characters that
they play. The characters of Simorf
Stimson (Ray McCall), Mrs. Soamel
(Jennifer Seaman), and Howie.
Newsom (Will Shiftman) should
especially be noted.
Kudos go to Annetta Gomez-- ?
Jefferson for an exception direction
of the play and to all of the "behind
the scenes" staff for their fine job in
presenting a very entertaining and
emotional production.
V
v.
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Wooster Swimmers Set Eight New Records
Women's swimming
event old school record rt?w s9ft.P?l record
200-y-d.
freestyle Sberrl Sterling Katie Erdman
983 1:59.96 1992 1:59.62
lOO-y- d.
backstroke Katy Schnell Katy Schnell
1991 1:01.71 1992 1:01.4
200-y-d. .
backstroke Sarah Frost Katy Schnell
1987 2:15.38 1992 2:14.29
100-y- d.
butterfly Katay Benrlager --Tawny Behriaer
1990 1:00.2 1992 1:00.2
tied sister's record
Men's swimming
event old school record new school record
200-y- d.
backstroke Brian Vereb Brian Vereb
1991 1:59.96 1992 1:57.73
200-y-d. Argust, StelgMgel, Cofhun, Schulz,
freestyle relay Burt, Vanderlende - Dwyer, Vereb
1990 1:287 1992 1:28.18
400-y-d. Argust, McDennott, CofTman, Schulz,
freestyle relay Martin, Spriggs Hungerford, Vereb
1988 3:14.54 1992 3:13-4- 5
800-y-d. Lutx, Pruts, CofTman, Schulz,
freestyle reUy McDonald, Strater Hungerford, Vereb
1979 7:10.02 1992 7:08.18
TRAVEL WITH
FLAIR
346 E. Bowman St
Wooster, Ohio
44691
216-264-65- 05
800-347-65- 05
"Within walking distance
DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS
Not Have Performed Better at Conference
AVAILABLE.
LYDIA AMERSON
Voice Sports Writer
While the final team results may
not have shown it, members of The
College of Wooster swim teams
turned in some outstanding perfor-
mances at the North Coast Athletic
Conference Championships over the
weekend weekend.
Numerous school records fell by
the wayside as the Lady Scots fin-
ished in fourth place while the Scots
came in seventh.
"I am ecstatic about the way our
men's and women's teams swam,"
said Wooster head coach Keith
Beckett. "We could not have per-
formed better at conference and
many on the team had swims that I
never expected possible."
Three school records were bro-
ken and one was tied by Wooster's
women during the three-da- y meet at
Obexiin.
Two of the records were set by
AH-Ameri- can Katy Schnell '94. In
the 200-yar- d backstroke, Schnell
turned in a time of 2:14.29 to break
the record and earn all-conferen- ce
honors by placing sixth in the event.
In the 100 backstroke, she not only
bettered her own school record
(101.4) but also became the team's
first national qualifier.
Also earning NCAC all-confere- nce
honors while setting a school
record was All-Americ- an co-capta- in
Katie Erdman '92. Erdman
finished fifth in the 200 freestyle
with a time of 1:59.62, bettering the
school record by less than a tenth of
a second.
One of the most interesting per-
formances was turned in by All-Ameri- can
Tammy Behringer '94 in
the 100 butterfly. Behringer posted
a time of 1:00.20 to tie the Wooster
record, qualify for nationals and
take third in the event Ironically,
she tied the school mark set by her
older sister Kathy, who graduated
last year.
Other excellent performances
came in relays, three ofwhich made
"B" national qualifying cuts.
The 400 medley relay, made up
of Behringer and Schnell as well as
Ail-Americ- ans Liz Bugbee '94 and
Wendy Freeburn '92, swam to a
first-pla- ce finish with a time of
4:07.43.
Later, Behringer, Schnell,
Freeburn and Laura Miller '92 went
a 1:41.01 and placed third in the 200
free relay.
In addition, Behringer, Schnell
and Freeburn joined Heather
Johnston '94 to take third in the 200
medley relay (1:53.62) and make
national B cuts.
"I am extremely proud of our
womens accomplishments," said
Beckett. "We outswam Allegheny
and should have taken third in the
conference, but with their diving
team's size and depth, they finished
ahead of us in the scoring.'
Not surprisingly, swimming pow-
erhouse Kenyon captured the men's
and women's NCAC tides. The
Lady Lords finished first in the
women's meet with 1032 points,
ahead of second-plac- e Denison,
which scored 723. Allegheny was
third (493), followed by Wooster
(407), Wittenberg (342), Ohio Wes-leya- n
(250), Case Reserve (218)
and Oberlin (140) v
For the men's team, all three
freestyle relay school records were
broken.
The first record to fall was 200-ya- rd
freestyle relay. Co-captai- ns
Andrew Schulz '92and Brian Vereb
92 joined Chad Coffman '94 and
Tres Dwyer '95 to turn in a time of
1:28.18 in the event
Schulz, Vereb and Coffman later
teamed up with national qualifier
Tom Hungerford '93 to break a 13-year-- old
800 freestyle relay record
(7:08.18.)
In the last event of the meet
Schulz, Vereb and Coffman, along
with Mark Groynom '94 set a third
school record in the 400 freestyle
relay with a time of 3: 13.4.
v
Individually , Vereb broke his own
30V
Five Wooster swimmers have qualified for nationals. Shown above are
94, Tom Hungerford '93, Jim Palmer 92, and Brian vereb yz. inot
school record in the 200-ya- rd back-
stroke. With a time of 1 :57.73, Vereb
not only bettered his record by more
than two seconds and placed eighth
at the meet, but he also qualified for
nationals.
The Scots other national quali-
fier, Hungerford, once again swam
under the national cut time for the
mile. He registered a time of 16:21.1
to capture sixth in the mile and earn
All-NCA- C honors.
"The conference competition was
the fastest I've ever seen," said
Beckett. "The standards and times
were much more demanding this
year."
Vereb noted out that the times he
turned in last year, which placed
him in the top six at the conference
meet in some events would bearly
even have scored in the top sixteen
this year.
Other outstanding individual per-
formances were turned in by Schulz,
who finished seventh in the 200
breaststroke (2: 1 4.20) and eighth in
the 100 breaststroke (1:01.18).
In addition, diver Bill Kanzinger
'92 took fifth on the the one-met- er
and fourth on the three-mete- r, while
national qualifier Jim Palmer '92
placed sixth on the one-met- er and
fifth on the three-mete- r.
Kenyon won the men's meet 976
points. Like the women, Denison s
men were second with 617 points.
Allegheny was third (453), followed
by Case Western Reserve (408),
Ohio Wesleyan (376), Oberlin
(319). Wooster (276) and
Wittenberg (192).
Overall, the Scots finished the
season with three all-confere- nce per-
formers and three national qualifi-
ers, while the Lady Scots produced
six all --conference finishers and two
national qualifiers.
However, members on both teams
have one last chance to improve
their times and attempt to qualify
for nationals at Case Western Re-
serve time trials this Saturday
V,
.
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(left to right) Tammy Behringer
pictured mwAiT jul-ux- l .
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Why Does "Athlete of
the Week" Only
Feature Women?
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Tn UoUt of snme comnlaints thai the "Athlete of the Week" article is
sexist in it's coverage, this week's column is devoted to explaining the
context in which articles like these are conceived.
One of WAA's goals is to support and recognize women in athletics,
anywhere from aerobics to weight-liftin- g, from the playing fields and
swimming pools to basketball courts. A column that spotlights a female
athlete each week is meant to make people aware that many women
perhaps a neighbor or chemistry partner are actively and successfully
involved in sports.
The motives behind the article run even deeper. We've all heard in
first-ye- ar seminar and from PC spokespersons that society incessantly
treats women as lesser beings than men. And this sort of treatment
doesn't stop, but runs rampant in the world of sports.
Sexism in the sports arena can be blatant: men get more television
time, more newspaper space, more money if they go professional. Most
of us can to admit to attending or tuning into more sports events
involving men than women. And since the media aims to meet the
demands of their audience, men's sports get most of the glamour and the
hype.
Sexism seeps into athletics in subde ways, too. Photographs tend to
depict male athletes as aggressive and active; shots of female athletes
are often angled downward and depict women in more passive situa-
tions.
A recent study finds the the language used by journalists and sports-caste- rs
to be off balance as well. "When male and female athletes make
the same moves, sportscasters use feebler language for the women." A
male athlete "attacks the hoop-,- " a female athlete "goes to the hoop." A
male "misfires;" a female "misses."
Just this week, an Olympic commentator praised Japan's interna-
tionally renown figure skater, Midori Ito, with "She skates like a man."
When will women be allowed to run, play, and perform by a set of
rules beyond those posted in the men's locker rooms and press boxes?
In a more perfect world, men in short skirts would cheer on women
at basketball games; Sports Illustrated would produce a swimsuit issue
cicirinz lubed-u- p men in Speedos: Joan Benoit-Samuels- on would be
as much of a household name as Michael Jordan and sell her own line
of sportswear.
And the Women's Athletic Association could simply be called The
Athletic Association, and wouldn't have to beg for sports fans and
media to give female and male athletes equal time in the spotlight
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track head coach Dennis Rice stated
that one of the main goals for the
men would be to "pound Kenyon."
He was not disappointed.
What coach didn't count on was
dominance in the shot put But
before 58" 200 lb. Mark Debree
'93 decided to try his luck at the
55m dash, he out put the field in the
shot, tossing the lead ball 404"
giving him his first collegiate first
place and qualifying him for the
conference championship.
Eric Rogers '95 took himself out
of the competition upon feeling
MFN'S BASKETBALL
1 FREE 12 oz. POP
with a small (9) Pizza
rimes s-i- vn one coupon pem ordca
VALID Mill "DOUBLE TAKE OFF EH
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stomach pains but not before be set
the fastest time of the day of 6.6 sec.
in the 55m dash in the qualifying
round.
Dan Dickey 93 bested his 800m
time for the year with a 2.--0 1 .7 second.
After Dan Hawes 95 bumped into an
old high school buddy.he had another
run-i- n of sorts with one of the pillars
that held up the building knocking
him out of the 300m dash.
The women came in second place
behind Kenyon, but had many per-
sonal bests.
Clair Roberts 94 ran a strong
1:22.9 in the 500m and 45.7 in the
300m while Shannon O'Neill 94
bested her 55m time with a 7.9 and
Wooster Looks Ahead to Bishops
Continued from page 16
ter. played sparingly against Ken-
yon because of a stress fracture in
his lower left leg. His status for the
rest of the tournament is uncertain.
"It's a little sore," said Aukamp.
"As long as we have the lead against
Ohio Wesleyan on Friday I won't
play that much. I'll be ready to play
all out in Saturday's game."
On the game against Ohio Wes-
leyan, Aukamp echoed Meech's
thoughts. "It's tournament time.
Nothing will be easy."
The Scots finished the regular
season 23-- 2 overall and ranked sixth
in the nation. Riebe ended the year
as the Scots leading scorer with
15.1 points per game. Meinen fin-
ished the year as Wooster' s third
leading scorer and the team's leader
in rebounds (7.0 per game), assists
(3.9 per game) and steals (37 on the
year).
Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries.
Earn $5000month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services
at 1-206-54- 5-4155 Ext-21- 5
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Scots Pound Kenyon as Promised
DAN HAWES
Voice Sports Writer
When the season began, Wooster
a 45.2 in the 300m.
Diane Burch '94 placed in the
55m hurdles with a time of 9.9 and
Krista Hicks '93 triple jumped 30'5"
for a third place personal record.
The women dominated the 1000m
run taking the first four places with
Anna Scherzer 92,Marcy Hunt '94,
Nicole Podgorny '92, and Susan
Louis '92, respectively.
Wooster hopes to continue it's
recent success. Tonight the North
Coast Athletic Conference Cham-
pionships begins at Ohio Wesleyan
with trials for all events with dis-
tances under 1000 meters. Tomor-
row finals for all events will take
place.
Look for
winter sports
wrap-up- s
and
spring sports
previews
in a special issue of
the Voice on
Thursday.
EXTRA INCOME- -
h
EARN $200-$50- 0 WEEKLY
MAILING 1992 TRAVEL
BROCHURES.
FOR MORE
INFORMATION SEND A
STAMPED ENVELOPE
TO:ATW TRAVEL,
P.O. BOX 430780,
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster to Take on
WITTENBERG 74 OWU in Semifinals
KENYON 40
3:00 at Kenyon
OBERLIN 38
5:00 at Wittenberg
KENYON 24
ALLEGHENY 59
7:30 at Allegheny
DENISON 67
EARLHAM 44
5:00 at Wooster
WOOSTER 77
CWRU
5:00atOWU
OWU
7:30atOberlin
49
92
7:30 at Wittenberg
CWRU 55
OBERLIN 88
ALLEGHENY 73
DENISON
7:30 at OWU
OWU
KENYON
59
67
43
7:30 at Wooster
WOOSTER 58
WITTENBERG
6:00 at Wooster
DENISON
WOOSTER
1:30 at Wooster
OWU
WITTENBERG
8:15 at Wooster
OBERLIN
OWU
3:45 at Wooster
WOOSTER
Winner Semis
4:00 at Wooster
Winner Semis
Sunday. Feb. 23 ' Tuesday. Feb. 25 Friday. Feb. 28 Saturday. Feb. 29
WITTENBERG 77
Winner Semis
7:00 at Wooster
Winner Semis
1992 NCAC
CHAMPION
1992 NCAC
CHAMPION
The College of Wooster will host the N'orth Coast Athletic Conferee Urn znd '
Women's Cns!ctha:i Tournament Ln Tinmen Gymnasium. ALL seating is General-Admissio- n
and is cn a first come basis. One ticket is good for all games played that day '
fcnd'orcvcnic;. Ticket prices: FacultyStaff (and their families) SLOOperson -
students witft LU.s a t .uuperson
nniinnotsi Friday, F&, 2
1:30 women
3:45meh
6:00 women
8:15 men
Hnds: Saturday, Feb. 29
- 4:00 women
: 7:00 men ' ,
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Continued from page 16
Career high with eight steals. As
a team the Lady Scots picked up
22 steals.
"It is always nice to get that
first tournament win," said
coach Hart "It is hard to beat a
team three times in one year."
Hart added that she felt her team
was ready to take on a strong
Ohio Wesleyan team in the
AAA
71
--
-
almee petroshus '94 loses control of the ball while going up
for a shot on tuesday. petroshus did manage to score 12
points in wooster's 77-4- 4 win over earlham despite this missed
opportunity. Photo by Joshua Fagans.
Her thoughts were again ech-
oed by both Crawl and Jones.
Jones stressed "We have a lot of
self-determinatio-
n." Crawl
made her point clear in saying:
"We have a goal to accomplish."
Wooster takes on Ohio Wes-
leyan in the semifinals of the
NCAC Championships at 4:00
in the Timken Gymnasium. The
finals of the tournament will take
place on Saturday.
, Is now located at ;
2889 Cleveland Road
right next to Green Leaf
; Restaurant 345r5550
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Bman Buchanan 93 finds a gaping
Lords on Tuesday.
WOMFN'SBAS vETj IALL
Lady Scots
SHANE ROUSH
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scots' defense dom-
inate a short-hande-d Earlhara
squad in Wooster's 77-4- 4 first
round tournament romp.
Earlham was held to 18-for-- 55
shooting (32). The Lady Scots
also forced Earlham into 3 1 turn-
overs.
"Our pressure defense forced
some rushed shots," said Scot
hole in the Kenyon defense in
.
CoaisU
bead coach Chris Han. She also
added that since Earlham only
had five players dressed for the
game that the Quakers were un-
able to substitute. As a conse-
quence of that they could not
rest though they may have been
tired. LaSonya Crawl '93 and
Coretta Jones 92 agreed and also
added that they were good sports
about their performance.
The Lady Scot offense was
Woostei 58-4- 3 win ovek the
'
--
-
:
t Fast-- EaritanL 7744
solid as well.
It took barely five minutes for
the Lady Scots to erase an early
3-- 4 deficit and take control of
the game, 20--6. From there, the
lead never dropped below ten
points in the first half.
At halftime, the Lady Scots
held a comfortable 35-2- 0 lead.
Seven minutes into the second
half, Wooster had doubled their
halftime lead of 15 with the score
DINO DLSANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
Erich Riebe's '92 ten second half
points coupled with clutch foul
shooting down the stretch pushed
the Scots past the Lords of Kenyon
58-4-3 in the first round oftheNCAC
Tournament on Tuesday night.
The Scots ended the season as co-cham- ps
of the NCAC with
Wittenberg. Both were 15--1 in the
conference. The Scots split their
season series with the Tigers, caus-
ing a coin flip to determine the top
seed in the tournament. As a result,
Wooster went into the tournament
as the second seeded team.
The win over Kenyon gives the
Scots a 24-- 2 record overall and
twenty straight wins without de-
feat.
Riebe hit six straight foul shots in
the last 2:45 of the game to put the
Scots ahead 53-4- 3. On the night
Riebe hit eight-of-eleve- n from the
line. Rhbe's foul shots came dur-
ing a 13--0 run that closed out the
game. Brian Buchanan's '93 jumper
from the left baseline started the run
at 3:22 and Doug Cline '95 ended
the run and the game by hitting
three-of-fo- ur foul shots.
The Scots were in control for most
of the second half. They built there
largest lead of the game at 12:26
when Riebe hit a eight-fo- ot jumper
to give them a 13-po- int lead.
The Lords fought back into the
game by slowly cutting the Scots
lead in the span five minutes. An-
drew Miller's follow up at 3:57 cut
the Scots lead to two. .
We kind of let things slip." said
Scott Meech '95. "We tried to rush
the offense too much, and just
weren't doing the things we needed
57-2- 7. With eleven seconds re-
maining Earlham's Shannon
Ford scored the last two points
for the 5-- 19 Quakers as their
season ended in the 77-4- 4 loss.
Four Wooster players were in
double figures at the end of the
game. Accounting for 30 of the
team's 77 points was point guard
Christy Evans 92. Evans scored
10 points and also dished out 10
assists. "Another real good game
to do to win. We were playing not
to lose instead of playing to win."
The first half saw the Scots go
four minutes into the game before
Cline hit a layup to put them on the
scoreboard. Cline's layup started
an eight-poi- nt run that gave the Scots
an 8--2 lead.
The Lords kept the game close by
cutting Wooster 's lead to 12-1- 1 at
7:59 when Chris Donovan hit two
free throws.
The Scots then went on a 1 1 --4 run
led by Stan Aukamp '92 and
Buchanan, who both scored four
points in the run. Doug Meinen '94
driving shot at 1:53 in the lane put
Wooster up 23-1- 5 at half time.
The Scots played error free ball
against Kenyon as they only turned
the ball over three times, compared "
to the Lords who had 16, nine in the
first half.
The win puts the Scots into a
semifinal match-u- p against Ohio
Wesleyan. The Scots have beaten
the Bishops twice this year already
by margins of 14 and 23 points.
The Scots will have to contend
with the scoring of Bob Croft, who
was the NCAC second leading
scorer. The game will be at Timken
Gymnasium tomorrow afternoon at
3:45 pm.
Despite beating Ohio Wesleyan
twice earlier this season, Meech dis-
played some caution. They're go-
ing to be a tough team to beat It
won't be easy."
"As soon as the tournament starts
every team has new life," com-
mented Meech. "Everyone plays
with more determination and confi-
dence."
Aukamp, Wooster's starting cen-Continu-ed
on page 14
from her," commented coach
Hart.
Also scoring in double figures
for the Lady Scots were Crawl,
Bridget Smoot '94, and Aimee
Petroshus '94, all finishing the
game with 12 points. Coach Hart
commented that Petroshus
played well in spite of being sick.
Tammy Berger '93 stood out
on the defensive end, matching a
Continued on page 15
